
1. The Three Kinds of Circuits
Aim   Understand the three kinds of circuits. 
          (Open, closed, short circuit)
Components：

Checkpoint
Closed circuit: a circuit without interruption, providing a continuous path through which 
                          a current can flow.
Open Circuit:   a discontinuous circuit through which no current can flow.
Short Circuit:   an abnormal condition of relatively low resistance in a circuit, usually 
                          resulting in a flow of excess current.

1. What is the type of circuit, open circuit 
    or closed circuit, in above diagram?

2. Is the above diagram showing a short 
    circuit?  Why?
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Testing Steps
1. Connect the components according to figure 2.1, search substances like stationeries, 
    coins, books, etc.
2. Hold the objects with both ends of the alligator clips and observe if the lamp glows.
3. Hold the school rubber with both ends of the alligator clips. 
    School rubber is ( conductor / insulator ) as it ( can / cannot ) complete the circuit.
4. Hold the coin with both ends of the alligator clips. Coin is ( conductor / insulator ) as it 
    ( can / cannot ) complete the circuit.
5. Repeat step 4 and find out if the object is conductor or insulator.

Conclusions

According to diagram 2.3, if connecting the objects can light up the bulb, the object is a 
conductor. According to diagram 2.4, if connecting the objects cannot light up the bulb, the 
object is an insulator.

Challenges
1. Is water a conductor or an insulator?
2. Is salted water a conductor or an insulator?
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Welcome to the world of EDbotic Blocks!
EDbotic Blocks Kit is designed for students to thoroughly understand and 
experiment with electronic components. Invisible to our naked eye, electricity may 
seem hard to understand. However, if we understand the principles of electricity, we 
can easily work with it. EDbotic Blocks is the solution to help students experience 
and learn electronics. 
How to use this guide
This guide walks you through information about EDbotic Blocks Kit. From the 
simplest wire, electronic modules to a complex schematic diagram and testing 
steps, this guide will provide every detail to learn, design and test EDbotic blocks.
EDbotic Blocks assembly method
EDbotic Blocks guide provide physical images for assembly. Every component has 
its alphabet and number code. 
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2. Distinguishing Conductors and Insulators
Aim  Understanding conductors and insulators, finding  
          conductors and insulators in daily life.
Components

Checkpoint
Conductivity: Unit that indicates the ability to conduct electricity.
Conductor: A conductor is a substance in which electrical  
                    charge carriers, for example, metal.
Insulator: A insulator is a substance that cannot conduct 
                 electricity, for examples, plastics, ceramic.
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Testing Steps
     

1. Connect the components according to figure 1.1, observe if the lamp glows. 
2. This is ( open circuit / closed circuit )because the lamp ( is / is not ) glowing.
3. Press the switch and observe if the lamp glows.
4. This is ( open circuit / closed circuit ) because the lamp ( is/is not ) glowing.

Conclusions
The switch can control the type of circuit from open circuit to closed circuit, vice versa. 
When the switch is on, a closed circuit results in glowing of light. When the switch is off, an 
open circuit results in no light.

Challenges



3. Introduction to Series Circuit
Aim Understanding the use of a switch in a series circuit.
Components：

Checkpoint
An electric circuit connected so that current passes through each circuit element in turn 
without branching.There is only one flow of the circuit.
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4. Introduction to Parallel Circuit
Aim Understanding the use of a switch in a parallel circuit
Components：

Checkpoint
Parallel circuit: a closed electrical circuit in which the current is divided into two or more 
paths and then returns via a common path to complete the circuit.

Testing Steps

1. Connect the components according to figure 4.1 and turn on the switch.
2. Observe the light intensity of lamp one and lamp two.
3. On the parallel circuit, compare the light intensity between two lamps. The light intensity 
    of both lamps is ( same/different ).
4. Gently screw the lamp using a clockwise motion and observe if lamp one glows.
5. Lamp one ( is/is not ) glowing and it is ( open circuit / closed circuit ).

Conclusions
If two or more electronic components in different wires produce different branches and the 
two ends of the wire connected to the battery anode and cathode, this circuit is a parallel 
circuit. If you imagine a current like a river, and a light bulb is an obstacle, you can deduce 
that the water flow is the same for different branches, and the flow of the river will flow even 
if one of the branches is disconnected. The brightness of each bulb is the same. When one 
of the components is disconnected, it still does not affect the other branches and remains 
as a closed circuit.

Challenges
1. Is the light intensity of the three lamps the same? Why?

Radio
Components：

Checkpoint
Radio broadcasting is carried out by transmitting and receiving radio signals. When we 
press button 'R', radio receiver accepts the radio waves signals. When we press button 'T', 
radio receiver analyzes the radio waves signals, and we can hear the broadcasting.

Morse Code Generator

Components

：

Checkpoint
Morse Code is used for sending secret combinations or secret messages. Morse Code is a 
signal with constant switching on and off signal. Through different combinations of on and 
off signals, we can express alphabets, numbers as well as punctuations.

Projects

International Morse Code
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Testing Steps

1. Connect the components according to figure 3.1 and turn on the switch.
2. Compare the light intensity of lamp one and lamp two.
3. According to diagram 3.2, lamp one is ( lighter / darker ) and lamp two is ( lighter / darker ).
4. Gently screw the lamp using a clockwise motion and observe if the lamp glows.
5. According to diagram 3.3, lamp one ( does/does not ) glow, and it is ( open circuit / closed  
    circuit )

Conclusions
1. When one of the components is disconnected, the series circuit is open circuit which no 
    current flows.
2. In diagram 3.2, two or more components are connected together on the same current. If 
    the current passes through every components in a closed circuit, it is series circuit. 
    Imagine the current as a river, and the lamp as an obstacle. The water flow is at maximum 
    rate at first and gradually weakened by coming obstacles. The same principles applies 
    to series circuit which the current is the strongest at first and gradually decreased after 
    passing a lamp.

Challenges
1. According to diagram 3.4, which lamp is the darkest? Why?
    




